
Smackdown  –  September  4,
2009:  Smackdown  Used  To  Be
AWESOME
Smackdown
Date:  September 4, 2009
Location: Quicken Loans Arena, Cleveland, Ohio
Commentators: Jim Ross, Todd Grisham

This is on the request list for one reason: Mysterio vs. Morrison.
Mysterio had been wellnessed while still being the Intercontinental
Champion, so a match was thrown together and was a match of the year
candidate. Other than that I have no idea what’s coming here. We’re
approaching Breaking Point which means Punk is about to defend the title
against Undertaker. Let’s get to it.

We open with a recap of Punk winning a loser leaves the WWE match against
Jeff Hardy recently. This transitions into a pretty awesome career
highlight reel for Hardy.

In a great opening, CM Punk comes out in a nearly perfect Jeff Hardy
outfit to Jeff’s music and nailing Jeff’s mannerisms. The kids in the
audience exploded when they heard Hardy’s music but once they figured it
out they looked furious. Punk talks about how this is the last time
you’ll ever see a trace of the Charismatic Enabler (great nickname) which
is a good thing because the people that cheer for him are too weak to
have Hardy around. Now they have a champion they can look up to and he’ll
never fail a test or miss a show because of an incident.

This brings him around to the Undertaker because Punk is now an icon on
Smackdown as well. He’s won back to back Money in the Bank ladder matches
as well as sent Jeff Hardy packing. Punk says if Undertaker wants to come
out here right now that’s cool with the champ. There’s no Taker so Punk
runs down the Dead Man a bit before bashing the fans for being so easily
lead to believe anything. At Breaking Point, it’s one on one and Punk has
no breaking point, which is why he can’t lose.
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Punk says he’s stronger than any alcohol and straighter than any line you
can shoot up your nose. He does however have one vice, which we don’t get
to hear because here’s Matt Hardy. Matt charges at Punk and the brawl is
on quickly. Neither guy really gets an advantage so they break it up.

Taker is back tonight.

Punk yells at Teddy so Teddy makes Matt vs. Punk non-title tonight.

Finlay/Great Khali vs. Mike Knox/Kane

Kane is all psycho and evil here (no really) and has a Singapore Cane
match coming up with Khali at the PPV. Finlay and Knox get us started
with Finlay being dropped face first on the buckle. Kane misses the
clothesline and it’s off to Khali, sending Kane running away. Khali puts
the Vice Grip on Knox who bails to the floor. We take a break and come
back with Khali clotheslining Kane down and chopping him in the corner.

Back to Finlay vs. Knox with Finlay hitting the running earthquake drop
for two. Apparently Finlay is afraid of Knox for some reason. Finlay is
sent shoulder first into the post and it’s off to Kane to work over the
arm. Knox works on an armbar followed by a crossbody of all things for
two. Back to Kane who gets low bridged by Finlay. Khali has to save his
brother/manager Runjin Singh and in the distraction, Finlay hits Knox
with the shillelagh for the pin.

Rating: D+. This didn’t really work and was longer than it needed to be.
Knox vs. Finlay was a feud but it was barely explained here. At least
with Kane he’s naturally evil and therefore it’s easy to plug him into a
story. Other than that there wasn’t much here and the match wasn’t that
interesting as a result.

Vince comes in to see Teddy and it’s a plug for the Rise and Fall of WCW
DVD. Vince talks about the title match between Punk and Taker and his
jacket a bit. Not sure what the point of this was but that’s the case
with most Vince segments.

Eve and Maria are in the back. Eve wants to beat up Natalya and Maria is
overly perky. Michelle McCool comes in on crutches and makes fun of them,



saying that Ziggler is going to dump Maria. Melina comes in and it’s a
big argument that goes nowhere.

Intercontinental Title: John Morrison vs. Rey Mysterio

Mysterio is defending. They shake hands and we’re ready to go. Both guys
try fast rollups but it’s a standoff. They go to a test of strength grip
and Mysterio fires some kicks to the legs, only to have Morrison get on
top of him for some two counts. A headlock gives Morrison control on the
mat as we’re still in the feeling out process so far.

Commentary goes away for a bit and comes back with Morrison rolling up
Rey for two. Rey gets his first big move in and hits a rana to send both
guys to the floor. They’re going in slow motion so far due to a lack of a
reason for them to fight which is the constant problem you can have in a
match like this. Back in and Mysterio charges into the corner and his
shoulder CRACKS off the post. That sounded great. Or awful. I’m not sure
which.

They finally speed things up with Rey snapping off a big headscissors to
fire up the crowd and for two. Morrison starts making Mysterio miss him
before getting kicked in the face and splashed for two. Rey hooks a
chinlock to give both guys a chance to breathe. The fans seem to be far
more behind Morrison which is kind of strange. Morrison fights up and
hits a front flip into a dropkick for two in a sweet counter.

Standing shooting star gets two for Morrison before things speed up again
and Rey is sent flying out to the floor. That gets two back inside as
does a spinning legdrop from Morrison. We hit the chinlock again for a
bit before Rey hits a pair of rollups for two. Morrison gets out of the
619 and they both try crossbodies at once.

We take a break and come back with both guys still down and Morrison
getting two. Morrison puts on a bodyscissors which doesn’t get him
anywhere. Rey sends him to the apron and out to the floor followed by
another hurricanrana to the outside. A springboard legdrop gets two but
the sitout bulldog is countered into a mat slam by Morrison for two. A
running knee to the face of Rey gets two as does a spinning cross body
from Mysterio.



Mysterio goes up but jumps into a dropkick which gets another near fall.
Starship Pain misses and Rey hits the 619 out of nowhere. The springboard
splash misses and the Flying Chuck (think Cody’s Disaster Kick) gets a
very close two. John goes up and after countering a rana attempt, hits a
middle rope Starship Pain for the pin and the title.

Rating: B. I haven’t seen this match before actually and the only thing I
can think of to say is that’s it? It was good and the ending had some
solid near falls, but if this was a match of the year candidate the this
was one of the weakest years ever for wrestling. It was a good match and
entertained me, but man this just didn’t fire me up other than once or
twice near the end. I don’t get the hype here and I think it’s one of
those situations where people confuse length of a match with the quality
of the match.

Here comes R-Truth but Drew McIntyre jumps him. McIntyre says that he’s
going to keep ruining our parties until he gets the respect he deserves.

Maria/Eve Torres vs. Layla/Natalya

Apparently this is the fallout from a six person tag last night where Eve
had Natalya beaten but Tyson Kidd cost her the fall. Nattie and Maria
start things off. I don’t know if it’s my thing for redheads or what but
Maria has always been gorgeous. Layla distracts Maria and Nattie takes
her head off with a clothesline to take over.

Off to Layla who hooks her reverse Tarantula and hits a shot to the back
of Maria for two. The evil ones (Layla/Natalya) take turns beating up
Maria until it’s finally off to Eve. She comes in and fires off some
kicks before getting kicked in the face by Layla for two. Everything
breaks down and eve hits a cartwheel into a moonsault to Layla for the
pin.

Rating: C-. I say this a lot but it’s amazing how much more interesting
the girls used to be like a year ago. I can’t quite put my finger on it
but they come off as much stronger and more serious characters here
instead of the girls today where they come off as cute and perky. The
older ones come off as serious and tougher and more like wrestlers than
Divas, which is a good thing.



Matt Hardy says he’s out for revenge tonight, rather than the world title
or his soul.

CM Punk vs. Matt Hardy

Non-title here. Matt goes right after him and Punk bails to the floor
almost immediately. Back in and Punk gets rammed into the buckle a few
times and clotheslined down for no cover. This is Matt’s return match
from an injury apparently. Punk gets the not too bright Matt to chase him
around the ring and the champ gets in some shots, only to get caught in a
swinging neckbreaker for no cover again. That makes sense as Matt is here
for revenge, not a quick win.

The Side Effect is countered and Punk goes up, only to get superplexed
back down. This has been almost all Matt so far. Punk drapes Matt over
the top rope and knocks him to the floor as we take a break. Back with
Matt caught in an abdominal stretch and Punk firing off kicks to the bad
ribs. Off to a body vice followed by a whip into the corner for two. Punk
fires off his strikes and the champ is in full control.

Matt tries to fight back but gets rammed into the buckle to slow him
right back down again. Back to the abdominal stretch which is Punk trying
to prove that he’s a master of submissions. Matt counters with a kind of
Samoan Drop for two and avoids a charge, sending Punk’s shoulder into the
post. A bulldog gets two for Matt as does a middle rope legdrop to the
back of the head.

Twist of Fate is countered but Matt gets two off a small package instead.
The high kick gets two for the champ and Punk is frustrated. Punk tries a
springboard clothesline but gets caught in a Side Effect for two. They
head to the floor and Matt jumps into a kick to the ribs to put Punk
right back in control. Punk grabs a chair to blast Hardy in the ribs and
back, which somehow doesn’t draw a DQ. Punk wraps the chair around Matt’s
throat…..and the lights go out. The match ends here for all intents and
purposes.

Rating: B-. I was getting into this at the end, even though you knew
Taker would be involved somehow. To be fair though, the match could have
ended before he showed up so it wasn’t a lock that it would end out in a



no contest. Matt was game here and the story wrote itself given the
issues with Jeff lately. Matt was always on the brink of jumping forward
and then always started being crazy again.

Taker chokeslams Punk through the table to end the show.

Overall Rating: B+. I was digging this show. We had two good matches,
good looking women having a competent match where they looked like they
knew what they were doing, a solid promo from the champions, and an
entertaining show overall. It’s amazing how much better things are here
when they take the show seriously and not as a Raw supplement. Good show
and I enjoyed it.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews

ECW on Sci-Fi – September 26,
2006:  Hardcore  Holly’s  Best
Match  Ever.  No  Seriously,
It’s Really Good.
ECW  on Sci-Fi
Date: September 26, 2006
Location: Tulsa Convention Center, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Commentators: Joey Styles, Taz

We’re in Oklahoma so I’ll bet JR gets messed with somehow tonight. Other
than that we’ve got a world title match with the most decorated former
world champion in ECW history, the Sandman, challenging Big Show. Other
than that we get the blowoff match with RVD and Hardcore Holly which has
a semi-famous spot in it. Let’s get to it.
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After the theme song, Joey and Taz basically say what I said in the
intro.

Here’s JR to open the show. This can’t end well. He thanks Joey and Taz
for inviting him, starting a brief argument over who invited him between
the announcers. JR mentions getting started in Mid-South in this area a
long time ago. He starts talking about how much he likes ECW when Matt
Striker interrupts him.

Striker says JR is a blue collar worker and has the shirt to prove it. He
gets in JR’s face about liking alcohol, just like Sandman. Striker keeps
going on until Sandman comes in with the cane. Sandman gets in a shot to
the ribs and hands the cane off to JR. Ross gets in a pretty good shot to
the back and Striker bails in shame. JR toasts Sandman, the new ECW
Champion, and beer is consumed.

Video on Eric Bischoff’s book, set to look like an old NWO promo.
Basically he says he’ll tell the real story. I’ll give him this: I want
to read the book now.

Extreme Strip Poker is coming. Oh geez.

Hardcore Holly says he’ll do his talking in the ring. Riveting stuff
here.

Rob Van Dam vs. Hardcore Holly

Extreme Rules. Van Dam takes over to start and sends Holly into the
corner. A superkick puts Holly down but it’s time to pose before Van Dam
follows up. Out to the floor they go but Van Dam’s posing gets him in
trouble again. Holly gets draped over the barricade and there’s the spin
kick to the back. Van Dam loads up a table to the crowd’s delight but
Holly blasts him in the back and sends him into the steps to take over.



Van Dam fires off more kicks and they head back inside, only to charge
into Holly’s boot in the corner. A back elbow to the face puts Van Dam
down and Holly goes to the apron for a suplex onto the aforementioned
table. The suplex hits and we go to a break, coming back to see a MASSIVE
gash in Holly’s back. That is sick looking and he would have a scar for
the rest of his WWE career.

Holly sets up a chair in the middle of the ring and drops Van Dam’s
throat across the chair for two. With the chair over Van Dam’s face,
Holly drops a middle rope leg for another two. There is blood all over
Holly’s back. Van Dam comes back with a suplex onto the chair and blood
SQUIRTS out of Holly’s back. That is freaking SICK. There’s the monkey
flip and you can tell Holly is having to land awkwardly. The top rope
kick puts Holly down and Van Dam gets the chair. There’s the skateboard
dropkick into the corner and Holly is looking dead.

Rolling Thunder onto the chair onto Holly gets two. Van Dam tries another
monkey flip but gets powerbombed down onto the chair for another close
two. This is good stuff. Van Dam puts the chair on Hardcore’s chest and
loads up the Five Star, but Holly throws the chair at his face on the way
down. THAT gets two and the fans think this is awesome. Alabama Slam is
countered so Holly gets the chair. However, YOU CAN’T HOLD A CHAIR IN
FRONT OF VAN DAM! Van Daminator sets up the Five Star to finally beat
Holly.

Rating: B+. That’s partially for the guts Holly had on display here. Take
that either figuratively or literally as both are appropriate. This is
easily Holly’s best match ever and one of the best matches that aired on
this show. Really good stuff here and the cut on Holly’s back is insane.

Punk talks about being addicted to competition and wanting to compete
with the biggest and the best. Kelly comes up and raves over Punk’s
tattoos. She talks about extreme strip poker but is sad she can’t get
into casinos yet. Kelly asks Punk to play extreme strip poker with him
but he thinks that’s trouble. Knox comes up and gets in Punk’s face. Punk



says worry about your woman because she keeps trying to get into his
yard. Knox says he’s going to straighten Kelly out then he’s coming to
look for Punk. Punk will be waiting.

Watch the Marine! No seriously, almost no one else did so could you
please?

Ariel vs. Francine

This is an Extreme Catfight. Brawl to start, Ariel’s top comes off, Kevin
Thorn comes in, Balls Mahoney makes the save, we’re done. This lasted
like a minute.

Video on Sandman.

Heyman and Big Show are in the back talking about the main event. Show
says he’s not worried about Sandman and wants Heyman and the security to
stay in the back. The cane will be legal tonight and Heyman doesn’t seem
happy.

Rene Dupree gets out of the shower in a towel. He says he’s extreme and
opens the towel, looks down, and smiles. WWE before it was PG ladies and
gentlemen.

ECW World Title: Big Show vs. Sandman

I love how Roberts says world title. We join this in progress after a
break with Sandy pounding on Show with the cane and totally dominating.
They head to the floor for more cane shots and Show is busted open. Holly
needed 24 stitches to close the cut on his back. Sweet goodness that was
a bad cut. Show comes back with a loud chop and some headbutts.

Things slow down a lot but that’s understandable in this case. A big
right hand takes Sandman down and here’s the chokeslam. Sandman counters



and hits a DDT before grabbing the cane. A middle rope cane shot to the
head gets two but here’s Striker to steal the cane. The cobra clutch
backbreaker and standing legdrop keep the title on Big Show.

Rating: D+. This is ECW 101 at this point: build up a challenger of the
week and then have Big Show maul him. There’s nothing wrong with that as
they need to dispatch these challengers before we get to the guy that can
finally beat Big Show. Not a good match here or anything but for a TV
main event like this it was acceptable.

Overall Rating: B. Given the opening match and the good shots of Ariel
almost falling out of her top and a decent main event, this is probably
the best ECW show yet. That Holly vs. Van Dam match was good back then
and it’s aged well with the two guys beating the tar out of each other
for almost twenty minutes. Good show here and hopefully they keep this up
in the future.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews

ECW on Sci-Fi – August 22,
2006: A Big Change In Style
ECW on Sci-Fi
Date: August 22, 2006
Location: Verizon Center, Washington D.C.
Attendance: 8,500
Commentators: Joey Styles, Tazz

We’re back for another episode and it’s the last show before Summerslam.
That being said, Big Show needs an opponent. We saw the return of Rob Van
Dam last week to attack both Big Show and Sabu, so my guess is it’ll be
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Van Dam or Sabu challenging Show on Sunday. Is that a ladder I see over
there? Let’s get to it.

We open with Heyman and Show in the back. Heyman says that Angle has been
injured and is medically suspended for the time being. He was supposed to
be in the ladder match later on, but now it’s just Van Dam vs. Sabu.

Here’s Foley in the arena. We get a clip of Melina and Foley beating up
Flair last night. This was to set up their match at Summerslam which is
pretty forgotten today. Foley talks about how last night he invited Flair
to come here tonight but Naitch isn’t going to be here. This is because
of a real life argument they had over Flair calling Foley a glorified
stuntman and Foley saying Flair had the same match for years.

Foley goes into a big rant about what he went through against Undertaker
in the Cell, which Flair says was just accidentally falling off the Cell.
What Flair never gets is that Foley has always liked what he sees when he
looks in the mirror, and that’s what he’ll do on Monday after the match
with Ric. He talks about being a two time bestselling author and calls
out…..Kelly Kelly?

Here she is and with a much slower version of her signature song. He also
brings out Melina which is a big shock to Tazz for some reason. Foley
says it’s time for a three way dance, so the girls grind on each other
and Foley dances like Dude Love. This draws out Flair and the fight is
on. A low blow stops Mick and Flair takes off his belt to whip Foley,
followed by some choking. Flair shouts about how Foley is going to quit
on Sunday and leaves. This was a, shall we say, interesting use of the
first ten minutes of the show.

Shannon Moore says to question authority.

CM Punk vs. Justin Credible

Justin slaps him and gets kicked as a result. Into the corner and Punk
does Joe’s Facewash for two. A top rope crossbody is countered into a
gutbuster for two for Credible. Abdominal stretch goes on for a bit but
Punk comes back with strikes. A bad kind of release tornado DDT gets two.
Punk comes back with the knee in the corner, a high kick, a Rock Bottom



and the Vice for the tap out. Short match but it did its job.

Video on RVD. This is followed by him sitting on a ladder, talking about
being in MITB at Wrestlemania. He won that as well as the world title,
and now he wants it back.

Rene Dupree is still coming.

Mike Knox/Test vs. Little Guido/Tony Marmaluke

Guido and Knox starts and the beating begins. Test comes in and the
beating continues. The beating ends with a pair of big boots and a TKO to
Mamaluke. Total squash.

Dreamer and Sandman chase off Knox and Test post match.

Sabu says he’ll win.

Heyman talks to Show and the security guards when Angle runs in. He beats
up the security with ease and hammers on Big Show but finally gets taken
down. Cops show up to handcuff Angle and take him out.

Rob Van Dam vs. Sabu

Ladder match and the winner gets Big Show on Sunday. Feeling out process
to start and we get our first possible botch as Van Dam tries his
springboard kick out of the corner but it hits Sabu in the leg as he was
trying something else at the same time. Van Dam goes up but gets stopped
by some shots to the face. Sabu tries Air Sabu but gets crotched in
another botch. This REALLY isn’t starting out well.

Van Dam tries to jump from the top to get the contract which I’m
surprised more people haven’t tried before. A Cactus Clothesline puts
both guys on the floor and Sabu goes for the first ladder. Van Dam makes
the save and both guys head back in, sans ladder. A spike DDT puts Rob
down and now we get the first ladder brought in. Scratch that as Van Dam
hits a baseball slide into the ladder to keep it on the floor.

Van Dam hits a dive onto Sabu and the ladder as we take a break. Back
with Sabu hitting the Arabian Facebuster onto the ladder. There’s the



camel clutch, also on the ladder but it’s broken very quickly. Sabu sets
the ladder up but Van Dam shoves it down before he can get anywhere. Sabu
tries the triple jump moonsault using the ladder and falls flat on his
back. Rob throws him into the ladder in the corner but misses a charge.
In a GREAT counter, Van Dam monkey flips the ladder itself into Sabu.
That was awesome.

Rolling Thunder hits onto Sabu onto the ladder, but it was minus Sabu and
Van Dam’s back is hurt. Now the triple jump moonsault hits as Sabu used
the chair instead of the ladder like a freaking idiot would. Van Dam gets
in another shot and goes up the ladder but Sabu makes a quick save. Sabu
goes to his old standard: throwing the ladder at Van Dam’s head.

Van Dam kicks him down again and hits the Five Star but it only does so
much good here. His ribs are more messed up than they already were but he
goes up anyway. Sabu is down on the floor, so there’s no reason for Van
Dam to go slowly, other than Big Show missing his cue as he does here.
Show FINALLY comes in and throws Van Dam off the ladder and through a
table. Show calls for the contract to be lowered but Sabu dives at him
and lands in a powerbomb position, but it’s enough to grab the lowered
contract and get the title shot.

Rating: D. You know how I always talk about how Sabu needs someone to
keep him calmed down or it can get ugly? This was what happens when it
gets ugly. Some of these botches were just HORRIBLE and it ruined
whatever they might have had going with the match. The monkey flip spot
was great and the ending was creative, but the stuff getting up to that
was just horrible.

Show chokeslams Sabu onto the contract (despite having a chair and a
ladder in the ring) and chokeslams RVD as well. Sabu eats the contract to
end the show.

Overall Rating: D+. This show FLEW by and I’m not sure it worked for the
most part. The main event was too sloppy to be worth much, the opening
segment was about a Raw issue instead of an ECW issue, and the other two
matches were squashes. It wasn’t a horrible show I guess, but it went by
so fast with so little happening that it really didn’t have a chance to



be good.

Here’s Summerslam if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/08/09/history-of-summerslam-count-up-2
006-hogan-and-dx-are-in-charge-are-we-in-1998/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews

ECW  on  Sci-Fi  –  July  25,
2006: It Took Them Two Months
But  Things  Are  Starting  To
Come Together
ECW  on Sci-Fi
Date: July 25, 2006
Location: Joe Louis Arena, Detroit, Michigan
Commentators: Joey Styles, Tazz

We’re in Detroit tonight and the challenger of the week is
Kane in an Extreme Rules match. That’s an interesting idea as
there’s no better way to have someone built up as a monster
than by having them run through people, especially when the
regular roster has nothing they could throw at him for a
reasonable challenge yet. Also tonight there’s more in the
Knox vs. Sandman feud which I’m sure you’re all dying for.
Let’s get to it.

After a quick intro about Show vs. Kane we hit the theme song.

Knox and Sandman are in the ring to start and Knox gives us a
montage of Kelly’s dances. However, Kelly can never take her
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clothes off again after the cane shot last week, which we see.
Knox claims that he didn’t abandon Kelly but rather was in the
back getting the EMTs.

Mike Knox vs. Sandman

Sandman busts himself open with a beer can on the way to the
ring. Knox goes off on Sandman with right hands but Sandman
comes back with the legsweep. He gets the cane and goes to
swing it at Knox but Kelly gets in the way. Sandman stops
himself but Test comes in for the DQ win for Sandman.

Dreamer jumps Knox and Test in the back.

Heyman is talking to Sabu (kind of) and says that Sabu won’t
get the title match he wants with Show. Heyman tells Sabu to
leave. He keeps walking and runs into Guido, who he yells at
for doing nothing. The security guards beat him up and Heyman
says Guido’s match is next.

CM Punk says he hasn’t been handed anything. He’s from the
streets and he debuts next week.

The Vampire vs. Little Guido

The Vampire would later be known as Kevin Thorn. Guido is
dragged  to  the  ring  by  the  security  guards.  The  Vampire
destroys Guido and Ariel the tarot card girl gets on the apron
and sucks his fingers. A modified powerbomb puts Guido down
again and an elevated Stunner (think Orton’s DDT) kills him.
Razor’s Edge ends this. Guido never got his vest off.

Video on Kane.

Shannon Moore still has nothing to say.

Justin Credible vs. Balls Mahoney

Balls starts fast and pounds Justin into the corner. Off to a
neck crank as Tazz and Joey talk about how insane Mahoney is.



Justin tries to run but gets caught by the ears. Back in
Justin drops some legs and a running release tornado DDT for
two. Northern lights suplex gets two.

Off to a kindof seated abdominal stretch and then to a regular
knee to the back chinlock. Balls hooks a suplex to get out of
it and the punches get two. Justin tries a slide into the
corner but crotches himself on the post. He whips Mahoney into
the corner and dropkicks him into the referee. A reverse DDT
hits but there’s no referee for Justin so he goes and gets a
chair. Balls steals the chair and clocks Credible with it for
the DQ.

Rating: D. This wasn’t much of anything and the ending didn’t
help it. For some reason Credible was a total jobber in ECW
despite being a long reigning world champion in the original
incarnation. Mahoney was mainly a tag wrestler but was getting
a  pretty  significant  push  in  this  version.  He’s  more
interesting  though  so  I  can’t  complain  there.

Mahoney clocks the referee with the chair post match.

Show wants to know why he can’t fight Sabu. Heyman says don’t
worry about it.

Vote in the Diva Search! If there was a mention of something
like that in the original ECW, riots would break out.

Angle is back next week.

ECW Title: Kane vs. Big Show

Kane fires off some clotheslines but is thrown up and over to
the floor on the third attempt. Oh and this is Extreme Rules.
Kane sends him into the post and throws some weapons into the
ring. Show knocks him back down and we take a break. Back with
Kane down in the ring and Show stalking him. Kane gets up and
hits a chair shot to take Show down. The chair is wedged
between the ropes in the corner and Kane slugs away.



According to the laws of wrestling, Kane goes face first into
the chair that he set up. Show goes up for a Vader Bomb but
Kane hits him low and a belly to back superplex puts both guys
down. They slap it out from their knees and then punch it out
on their feet. Kane knocks him into the corner and hits a
running clothesline. He lost his elbow pads in this somewhere.

Here comes a chokeslam but Show grabs one of his own which
only gets two. Not much of a surprise on the kickout either,
as in the crowd didn’t seem to care. Show gets a table and
sets it up on the floor and then a second one. He sets for a
suplex over the top but Kane guillotines him on the top rope.
A trio of chair shots knocks Show off the apron and through
the tables.

Heyman and the security come out to try to tell Show that he
needs to shake it off. I think Show is busted open. Kane tries
to get Show back in the ring and DANG that’s a good cut. Kane
goes up but jumps into a chokeslam but Kane counters into a
DDT for two. Heyman put the foot under the rope to break it up
so Kane goes after the boss. That allows Show to hit Kane in
the back with a chair and chokeslam him onto it to retain.

Rating: B-. WAY better than I was expecting here as it was
about beating each other up which is the whole appeal of
battles of monsters like this. Kane moved around in this and
his power was enough to make you believe that a title change
was possible. It was very unlikely but it was possible. Good
match and a nice surprise.

Sabu comes in and lays out Big Show with a variety of chair
shots.

Overall Rating: C. This was one of the first times where you
could feel part of a running story throughout the show which
is what this show has been lacking. Until now it’s come off as
more like a collection of segments and then a long main event.
Now we’re actually getting some stories together and the show



is a lot more interesting as a result.

Remember to like this on Facebook and follow me on Twitter
@kbreviews

ECW  on  Sci-Fi  –  July  18,
2006:  Sabu  Has  A  Wrestling
Match
ECW on Sci-Fi
Date: July 18, 2006
Location: American Bank Center, Corpus Christi, Texas
Commentators: Joey Styles, Tazz

Back to the tribe of extreme for the show that is the hardest
of all of the ones I review to find. This is I think the sixth
episode of the show and it’s still in the Big Show’s title
reign. His opponent of the week is Undertaker, who you can’t
get on Raw but you can get on ECW. It’s a strange world out
there people. Oh and he has Khali on Sunday at the Great
American Bash. Gee I wonder if that’ll lead anywhere. Let’s
get to it.

Undertaker got in Big Show’s face on SNME.

Intro song.

We open immediately with Kelly stripping and here’s Knox to
stop her of course once she gets to her underwear. He takes
her to the ring because the best way to keep people from
seeing her is to put her in front of an audience right? It’s
Kelly’s fault that Knox got hit by the Sandman’s cane last
week because she wanted people to see her take her clothes

https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2012/05/01/ecw-on-sci-fi-july-18-2006-sabu-has-a-wrestling-match/
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off. We get a clip of that attack and Knox says Kelly can
never take her clothes off in public again. Now go get in his
corner.

Mike Knox vs. Sandman

Oh and it’s Extreme Rules. Knox jumps Sandman as he’s coming
in and we’re off and jogging. They head to the floor and
Sandman is thrown into the table and barricade. Knox chokes
Sandman with a camera cord and we go back in. Sandy gets a
boot up and a bulldog before they go back to the floor.
Sandman gets the cane but it hits Kelly as Knox pulls her in
the way. Two low blows give Knox the pin. Hu-freaking-zah.

Knox  leaves  Kelly  there.  She’s  eventually  taken  out  on  a
stretcher.

Shannon Moore can look at a camera.

Kelly was taken to the back during the break.

Here’s Heyman with his two riot guards. He tells the fans that
they have to all drink the Kool Aid and talks about how it’s
their fault that Van Dam lost the title. He knows it must be
hard to keep up with his intellect but the people can do it.
Here’s Dreamer who talks about how he’s been there with Heyman
for so many years and he never demanded anything for himself.
Now though, he wants Heyman to explain himself to the locker
room and to the fans. Heyman grabs Dreamer and kisses him and
here’s Test to kick Dreamer’s head off. Heyman and the guards
leave and it’s a TKO for Dreamer. Yay Test.

We get a nifty tale of the tape of Undertaker vs. Big Show.

Balls Mahoney says he likes his name. He’s had that name all
his life and it’s a little nuts, just like him. He’s an ECW
Original you know.

Sabu vs. Stevie Richards



This isn’t Extreme Rules. This is a rematch from SNME where
there was an Extreme Rules match but here on ECW it’s a
regular match. Got that? Stevie arm drags Sabu and puts him
down with a shoulder block. Sabu gets a backslide for two. A
leg bar is quickly broken by the ropes and the fans want
tables. Richards goes heel with right hands and rams Sabu’s
shoulder into the post. There’s an armbar for a few moments
but Sabu comes back with right hands. Slingshot flip Fameasser
gets two. Springboard tornado DDT sets up the camel clutch for
the tap out.

Rating: D+. Nothing to see here for the most part as the whole
point of Sabu is that he’s crazy, but I guess it makes sense
to have him do regular matches right? That’s the point of ECW
and the guy you’ve built up more than anyone else right?
Richards was never more than a jobber in this version of ECW.

Sabu chases the referee with his spike post match.

CM Punk talks about why he’s in ECW. He lists off a bunch of
martial  arts  he’s  trained  in  and  also  talks  about  his
discipline.  Why  is  he  a  face  in  ECW  again?

Kevin Thorne talks about the future and about how there is
death coming for Big Show’s reign.

Video on how dominant Big Show is.

ECW Title: Big Show vs. Undertaker

Undertaker in ECW is just strange. Taker tries to take the leg
out so Show headbutts him down. A slugout goes badly for the
challenger and Taker gets knocked back into the corner via a
headbutt. Taker comes back with his strikes but can’t put Show
down. The champ knocks him to the floor and we take a break.
Back with Taker getting laid out by a spear for two.

Out to the floor and Taker’s head goes into the steps. Taker
gets in a kick to the face but Show headbutts him right back



down. Undertaker grabs the leg and hooks a hold of some sort
to get Show in trouble. Show pounds him down in the corner and
they slug it out again. Chokeslam by Taker is broken up but a
running DDT gets two. Old School is broken up and Show hits a
superplex. It’s an EXTREME ring though so it doesn’t break. It
only gets two and Taker sits up. Chokeslam is broken up again
but Show is knocked to the floor. And here’s Khali for the no
contest.

Rating: D. This picked up a little bit at the end but until
that point, MAN was it boring. It was nothing but these two
punching each other and the other coming back. Now repeat that
for about 12 minutes. It was clear that Khali was going to be
involved  in  the  ending  so  until  than  it  was  really  just
killing time. Bad match but the superplex was cool.

Khali and Big Show put Undertaker through the table before the
Bash on Sunday,

Overall Rating: D+. This one didn’t do it for me at all. This
show needs a breath of air already and that’s not going to
happen for a few months. The problem here is that they keep
trying to throw in the original ECW stuff and it doesn’t fit
at all. Once they go to the show being its own show, it’ll get
a lot better.

Remember to like this on Facebook and follow me on Twitter
@kbreviews


